International consulting firm specialized in operational performance consulting. The company is growing rapidly and now has over 650 employees.

Our Offer

On-Demand Workstation

OBJECTIVES / NEEDS
The customer provides specific and powerful PCs to certain users. These machines run logarithms from confidential data. Within the framework of Covid19 appears the need to work remotely. Two challenges:
- To make it possible to run powerful machines on the premises of collaborators.
- To access data from the network in complete security.

TACTICS
Setting up an Azure Virtual Desktop infrastructure in Azure.
Setting up provisioning.
Setting up data access.

RESULTS
Provisioning of an "on-demand" service; this means autonomy for the business. No heavy investment. Payment according to usage - "Pay As You Go". Freedom from hardware constraints (allocation, health, obsolescence management). The data remains centrally and securely stored.